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A C C U R A T E

TIME

"The sun moves faster at some times than others (being
eight days longer in the northern half of the ecliptic
than in the southern)"
- so quoted Brewster in his "Lectures by James Ferguson"
published in 1823
Sundials, to be accurate, must, be designed for or adjusted to the particular
latitude and longitude of the location. Necessary too is a correction for the
daily irregularities of the sun's apparent motion if the dial is to read the
very uniform, average, or mean hours and minutes by which clocks divide our
lives. Due to the combined eccentricity of the earth's elliptical orbit and
the tilt of the earth's axis, sun-time throughout the year may vary from 14
minutes earlier to 16 minutes later than the mean, or clock, time. Now, in
addition to James Ferguson's careful, and often referred to, analysis -of sun
time-keeping, we must also correct for the Standard Time zones, and for Daylight
Saving time.
The design of the Sunquest sundial is derived from the traditional armillary,
with an axis parallel to the axis of the earth, and having a number of nested
rings representing latitude, longitude, celestial equator, ecliptic, etc.
Without dismissing the ornamental properties, only
those rings, or portions, and elements necessary, for
the time-telling function and structure are used, in
a form which provides adjustments to the variables,
and which emerged from the equations describing the
ever-changing slant of the sun's rays. Open ing
or eliminating the rings at the top exposes the
time-scale to the sun without obstruction or shadow
that would occur at noon and almost continuously
during the season of the equinoxes (March 21 and
September 23). When tapered and strengthened, the
ring portions used become nested crescents.
As shown in the diagram on Page 1, the Sun-quest
sundial consists of a gnomon or shadow casting
device, an equatorial or time-scale crescent, a
crescent supporting the gnomon and time-scale
crescent called the latitude
crescent, a pedestal, a base, a dayli ght saving
time stop and longitude setting, and a gnomon
adjuster for the solstice periods. All parts, including fasteners and
attachment bolts, are aluminum, with the main structural mem bers castings of
an architectural alloy (No. 356 having the principal alloying elements of
magnesium and silicon).
The latitude crescent is made in two parts with a flange at the inner end of
each half. Bolts pass through the flanges and through a slot in the equator ial
or time-scale crescent, and when tightened clamp the crescents into a rigid
assembly. When loosened', the equatorial crescent and time-scale can be rotated
to a position at which the sun then shows a time later or earlier than the suntime of the sundial location, adjusting thereby for longitude.
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A small indicator, once set, has
stop hooks to position the time-scale
crescent to read either the time of the
Standard Time zone meridian for the zone
in which the sundial is located, (to the
east or west)- or for Daylight Saving time,
one hour later.
The latitude crescent similarly is
clamped between the jaws of a split
pedestal which also engage a round flange
on the top of the base plate: Loosening a
single bolt allows the whole assembly to
be rotated in the plane of the latitude
crescent, and in azimuth, or direction.
This setting, depending upon the
latitude, puts the gnomon axis in the
plane of the longitude meridian of the
sundial location, and parallel to the
true north-south axis of the earth, and
places the equatorial or time-scale
crescent parallel to the plane of the
earth's equator.

The gnomon is supported by and is free to rotate within
bearing holes in the latitude crescent. It is free also
to slide axially, though for most of the year is set at
mid-position by the gnomon adjuster. It is to the
unique shape of the gnomon, which compensates for the
early or late sun, that this sundial owes its property of
keeping clock time instead of sun time. The difference
between clock time and sun time is known as the Equationof-Time and is shown graphically as the analemma on
globes, a closed curve in the form of a figure eight.
The Sunquest gnomon is related to the analemma, but
differs from it in that the halves of the figure are
separated and the ends have been stretched somewhat.
Structurally, the curves for each half-year are placed
at right angles to each other, with the apex of the
angle opened to form a narrow slot. The halves of the
gnomon are bent into compound curves so that their
shadow-making edges are complimentary. They are
almost, but not quite, symmetrical since the sun-time
to clock-time correction for the two half-years differ.
When either half is turned to face the sun . , a curved
ribbon of sunlight passes through the slot, intersects
the time-scale, and corresponds with the Equation-ofTime for half of the year; the remaining six months
being represented by the other half.
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Time is shown, not by a shadow, or by one edge
of a shadow as in the familiar garden sundial, but
rather by a band of sunlight between two shadows
cast by the gnomon on the time scale. The
gnomon is turned by hand on its axis to sharply
define, to broaden, or to narrow the band of
sunlight. A broad band is an indication of the
local sun time, and covers about 5 minutes on
•the time scale. But in reading the sun dial,
when either the winter-spring.(December 22 to
June 21) face, or the summer-fall (June 21 to
December 22) face is turned toward the sun, and
gradually brought to a position at right angles
to the direction of the sun's rays, two things
happen.
(1) The effective slot width is reduced or
pinched down, making a more narrow line of
light fall across the time scale. Turning
beyond a right-angle shuts out the
direct sunlight entirely, but just short
of a position squarely facing the sun, the
band can

be as fine as you care to see and use to
interpolate
between
the
5-minute
graduations.
(2) The band of sunlight is shifted from the
gnomon axis to fall earlier or later on the
time scale by an interval necessary to show
Standard clock time instead of local sun
time.
The portion of the curved slot passing the
sun's rays that meet the time scale
changes from day to day and depends upon
the declination of the sun. In summer the
sun is high in the sky and shines through
the u p p e r , o r n o r th e n d , p art o f t he
slot. The reverse is true in the winter when
the sun selects an appropriate portion of
the lower end of the gnomon slot, and
offsets the necessary number of minutes on
the time scale
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No reference to a graph or table, of corrections, choice of scales, and mental
additions or subtractions, therefore, are necessary; the Sunquest sundial
corrects automatically for the early or late sun - though with less accuracy
during two periods of the year. .From about December 1 to January 15, t he
path of the sun across the sky remains without much chan g e very close to its
lowest observed path on December 22. During this period it varies as much as
11 minutes later to 9 minutes earlier than the mean or clock time. Cor rection
is made by another scheme; using the date to bring into effect the applicable
portion of the analemmic curve. The gnomon slot curve has been "stretched out"
axially at the southern end, allowing it to show a more accur ate departure on
the time scale from the gnomon or sundia l axis. The effective portion of the
enlarged curve is brought into play by manually moving the entire gnomon
axially, and setting it for the day by matching a mark on the gnomon adjuster
to date marks on the underside of the gnomon. The north end of the gnomon has
the same feature for the high sun path period several weeks before and after June
21.
It is a pleasant duty in the sunshine to make the date setting during the sol stice periods, and twice per year to shift the equatorial crescent, along
with the Daylight Saving changing of other timepieces, all by loosening one or
two wing-nuts. The spectroscope-like line of light telling time between shadows
is apparent even on slightly overcast days.
The location of a sundial should invite its use, and let it add to the interest of its surroundings. A place in the sunlight for a large portion of the
day or season provides many moments of time-telling pleasure, but other locati ons ma y b e st udie d. Tre es of te n le t f lee tin g ra ys o f s unl igh t pa ss
through to the dial and spend many months with no leaves at all. A house or
bu i l d in g , h o w eve r, h a s a f ix ed p a tt e r n of s ha d o ws . P e r h a ps t he s id e a n d
time favored by either the morning or afternoon sun may be also your favor ite
side and time to use the sundial. The high and low paths across the sky should
be remembered, and also the extremes at sunrise and sunset.
A position from which Polaris, the North Star, can be seen permits an easy,
accurate, and interesting initial adjustment of the sundial to its latitude and
position, but since there are other means to orient the dial properly, a view
of Polaris should not be taken as a requirement in finding the most . pleasant
location.
Attachment to the top of a fence post, a masonry pedestal, a wall, or the
edge of a stairway all are suitable. The surface should be approx. level. The
base plate can be oriented in any direction. For the square base plate, four
5/16"x2i" bolts and nuts are provided. The base is 5 -k" square, 7" across
corners, and the pattern for the bolts a 4"x4" s quare. If mounted on wood,
drill 5/16" holes 1" deep, and then continue with 1/4" holes to a depth of 24..
The bolts nicely form their own thread as they are turned down.
For the 12 1/8" round base, four 1/4"x2" bolts and nuts are provided, to be
used on a 10 3/4" dia. bolt circle (or 7 5/8"x7 5/8" square pattern). Drill
1/4" holes 1" deep, and then for a good grip of the threads in the wood continue with about a No. 4 drill to a total depth of 1 3/4".
In masonry, use the same aluminum bolts in the inverted position, but first
dip all but the tip of the threaded end in paint or varnish and let dry be fore cementing into place. Leave only enough projecting above the masonry to
take the base plate plus the hex nuts. Set and level the base plate at this
time. Tighten down the nuts after the cement has cured.
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If the North Star. Polaris, is visible,
direction and angular elevation can be
set at night. The entire sundial,
except for the gnomon, is assembled and oriented by sighting
through the empty gnomon pivot
holes, aligning them upon the
star. The North Star is located
after finding the Big Dipper,
by following a line from the
two stars forming the
pouring end of the dipper;
Dubhe and Merak. With
your eye at the southern
or lower pivot hole, turn
and tilt the sundial to
bring the North Star into
view through the upper pivot
hole. Now tighten the pedestal jaw
bolt just a little to hold the setting
for further refinement. Meanwhile the
two bolts. holding the latitude and
equatorial nested crescents should be
tight.
Sighting accuracy is better if your
eye is looking through the center
of the lower or south-end pivot
hole. Make a plug to fit the
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1/2" gnomon bearing hole,
and with about a 1/16" sight
hole; or tape a piece of
cardboard temporarily over
the bearing hole and make a
small sight hole at the
center.
Further, since the North
Star is so-called only because it is a bright star
near the true axis
(extended) of the earth,
the sundial should be not
firmly tightened up until its
axis also follows into space
to true north, the point
about which all the stars,
including Polaris, and the
sun, appear to rotate.
Polaris i s l e s s t h a n o n e
d e g r e e from true north and
is in a direction
approximately opposite to the
direction ( f r o m n o r t h ) o f
A l k a i d , which is the star
at the h a n d l e e n d o f
t h e B i g Dipper.
T h i s pa t ter n of Po l a r i s,
true north, and Alkaid, in
whichever position it appears
as it rotates in the sky
according to the hour or
season, is used to position the .sundial axis for
the final alignment.
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As viewed from the sight piece,-the angular distance from the center
to the edge of the north end bearing hole is approximately equal to
the part of a degree that the star departs from true north. It is an
interesting exercise to find that the time-telling accuracy of the
Sunquest sundial is sensitive to this small correction.
With your eye centered at the lower pivot hole, and Polaris visible
at the center of the upper hole, adjust further to make the upper
hole center appear to move along an imaginary line between Polaris and
Alkaid, toward Alkaid, but just enough to put Polaris almost out of
sight at the edge of the hole. Tightening the pedestal bolt now fixes
the axis of the sundial. This setting need not be disturbed in
removing the two bolts holding the equatorial crescent and the
latitude crescent halves together to re-insert the gnomon.
The latitude ) numbers on the south latitude crescent half, or interpolation
between the 5 divisions, at the center mark on the pedestal jaws now show the
latitude of the place at which the sundial is located.
If the North Star is not visible because of an obstruction, the dial can be
set for latitude to the center mark on the pedestal after determining the
latitude of the locality from a map, atlas, or local bench mark. In addition,
then, to the angular elevation or latitude setting, the latitude crescent (and
the entire sundial) must be rotated about the vertical axis Of the base until
it is in the plane of true north. A magnetic compass can be used if correc ted
for the magnetic declination or local error. If the local compass error is
not known, it can be determined at a point nearby where the North Star and
Alkali are visible and in a manner similar to that described above.
The Sunquest sundial itself can be used to
determine latitude and direction from the
sun. Start with an approxi mate north
orientation and latitude setting. Early in
the day, turn the gnomon on its axis until
the sun shines broadly through the slot,
falling upon the time-scale between two
shadows. Observe which portion of the
gnomon slot permits the sunlight to reach
the time-scale. Now mask, with tape
or paper on the gnomon slot, all but
the small square of light reaching the
time-scale ridge. Watch this small
light-patch as it progresses along the
time-scale at intervals during the
day and toward late afternoon,
turning the gnomon on its axis as
necessary. If the light-patch wanders
off the time-scale the settings need
correction.
Next sunny day repeat, but turn the
entire sundial on its vertical axis
about the base-plate (-loosening the bolt
through the pedestal halves) in a direction
to cause the light-patch to return to the time-
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scale ridge at equal time intervals before and after noon, even
though it wanders off in 'mid-day. When this occurs, hold the
orientation or direction but increase or decrease the angular
elevation of the gnomon axis until the light-patch has a consistent path along the time-scale ridge throughout any one day.
This procedure may take several days (not necessarily consecu tive) with a new position of the mask for each day's observation. Then the plane of the latitude crescent (and the axis of
the gnomon) serves as a pointer to true north, and the latitude
can be read on the latitude scale. A latitude -and-direction
finder!
On March 21 and on September 22 the shadow of the equatorial or time -scale
crescent should fall on itself. At these times the sun crosses the equator
of the earth, to which the equator of the sundial should be parallel. Obser vation of the shadow of the crescent ends (or a straight edge held across the
crescent opening) on these dates serves as a check upon the previous deter mination of angular elevation or latitude petting.
Next is the setting for longitude. The sun, as it appears to travel around
the earth, covers 1 of longitude in 4 minutes of time. It may pass the sundial before or after its crossing of the Standard Time Zone meridian rich
determines time for the zone. The Standard Time Zone meridians are 0
(Greenwich), or 75 (Eastern Standard Time), 90 (CST), 105° (Mountain Time),
120 (Pacific Time), etc. The meridian or longitude of the sundial location
can be found from a map or atlas.
The two wing-nuts and bolts holding the crescents together must be loose to
allow rotation of the time-scale crescent between the latitude crescent
halves. Loosen also the two small screws holding the Daylight Saving and
longitude stop. Slide it along the time-scale to a position where the mark
coincides with a time 4 minutes later than noon for each degree of
longitude the loca tion of the sundial is west, or earlier if east, of the
Standard Time meridian for the time observed in the community. For example; if the
sundial is at:
Philadelphia
noon

longitude = 75°

EST longitude = 75°

set 12:00

Pittsburgh

longitude = 80 °

set 12:20 PM

Barre, Vt.

longitude = 72 ° -30'

set 11:50 AM

Now tighten the two small screws. With the longitude indicator straddling the
center ridge of the south latitude crescent, move the time-scale crescent to
put the early-end stop-hook against the latitude crescent ridge for Standard
time, or the opposite stop-hook for Daylight Saving time. Tighten the crescents together.
All the preceding initial adjustments and.-settings need no further change in
using the sundial to tell time except the shift from Daylight to Standard or
the reverse when all the clocks are changed.
In reading the sundial during most of the year, sun-time irregularities are
corrected automatically by the curvatures of the gnomon. The gnomon is central within the latitude crescent, set by a mark on the gnomon adjuster to
Dec. 1, June 1, (+) marks on the under-side of the gnomon. During the period
for which dates are showing, the first reading on any day should be preceded by
the resetting of the gnomon adjuster mark to the proper date. The
Richard L. Schmoyer
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small wing-nut on the upper side of the gnomon loosens the adjuster. Approx imate the position between the marks for days between the dates, shown.
After the date setting, and with the gnomon wings down, turn the gnomon on
its axis until the sun shines broadly through the slot, falling upon the timescale between two shadows and with the gnomon wings or faces flaring back
away from the direction of the sun. Now turn the gnomon to bring one of the
two faces squarely toward the sun. Select the face according to the dates
marked on the face. Watch the band of sunlight across the time-scale. Turn the
gnomon until the band becomes narrow almost to the point of shut -off. Read the
time on the time-scale. Divisions on the time-scale represent 5-minute
intervals. With practice it is possible to approximate the individual minute
intervals between the 5-minute Marks. The narrower the band, the more accurate
the reading depending upon the weather conditions and how good are your eyes.
For a sporting comparison between sundial and watch, both should be set and
read with the same care and skill.
Turn the gnomon for a casual or a more accurate reading. Visit with the sun dial for neighborliness. Let the sun help you find an unhurried peace.
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The following, Pages 11 to 23, are for the amateur scientist or home workshop
craftsman to work-up and finish a sundial like that described on Pages 1 to
10, starting with foundry castings, parts, and materials provided in kit form.
The notes on Pages 1 to 10 were those prepared for purchasers of completely
finished and assembled Sunquest sundials to explain how the design evolved,
and for set-up, adjustment, and use. of the sundial. Some of that information is
duplicated in the following instructions, though it would be well to re view
those pages and to get acquainted with the Sunquest before starting to make your
own. Revisions include data for both the origin al square base design and for
the same sundial with a larger, round base designated as the Sunquest Form IIII.
Since these instructions and materials will be in workshops differently equip ped, and subject to the ingenuity of people who like to make thing s, the
notes are not of the Step 1, 2, 3, - do this - do that type. Alternate methods
will suggest themselves, but if particular attention is given to those areas
and basic dimensions designated, a satisfactory performance will be ob tained. A
consideration of surface finish, particularly, can be delayed until after
fitting and assembly to find how inviting the aluminum alloy is for that extra
care and skill some craftsmen like to apply. It is hoped that the char acter of
the finished sundial will reflect that of its maker.
The parts for the Sunquest sundial were designed and sized to be made without
machine tools. Since many' dimensions and surfaces are used as -cast, these instructions do not show all the details of pattern manufacturing drawings, but
only those necessary for fit and assembly. (On the last page, however, is
included a reduced-scale detail of the gnomon, for reference only, and to il lustrate the involved layout in producing the Equation-of-Time curves in the
aluminum casting.)
The kit consists of
8 Foundry castings
1 Gnomon
1 Equatorial or time-scale crescent
2 Latitude crescent halves
2 Pedestal jaw halves
1 Base plate (either square or round-Form IIII)
1 Gnomon adjuster (in envelope with fasteners, etc.)
3 5/16 - 18 x 2 1/2" Bolts
2 5/16 - 18 Wing nuts
1 5/16 - 18 Hex nut
4 5/16 - 18 x 2 1/2" Bolts and nuts for square base plate
OR

4 1/4 - 20 x 2" Bolts and nuts for round base plate
1 10 - 24 x 1 1/2" Carriage bolt
1 10.- 24 Wing nut
2 4 - 4 0 x ,5/ 16 " Rd. Hd. Ma ch. s cr ews
1

.072".x 1/2" x 2 3/4" sheet aluminum

23 Pages of notes and instructions
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All parts are aluminum. The castings are Alcoa No. 356 Alloy, with silicon
and magnesium as the principal alloying elements for outdoor service. They
were cleaned and the flash was removed by the foundry, treated, in a
Wheelabrator, and sandblasted. The edges and corners need filling and smoothing,
but it is suggested that fitting and construction be pursued before any overall surface treatment. The above kit list includes all the materials neces sary except paint or enamel, if desired, for accent. No tools are included
in the kit.
The particular tools required are
Drills No. 6 or 13/64, 5/16, 3/8, 1/2"
Drill No. 40 and 'tap for a 4-40 screw thread
(The round motto base, Form IIII, requires a 9/32" drill, instead of
3/8", for the 1/4" attachment bolts included with the round base, if
the 1/4" bolts supplied are in fact used for the particular sundial
mounting.)
Cardboard or mat-board as large as the inner diameter of the time
scale crescent is suggested for templates.
Layout is with ordinary drafting tools. The curved edges applying the
Equation-of-time corrections in the sundial operation are incorporated in the casting pattern and need no further lay-out work.
Divisions or graduations on the time scale and latitude scale can be
cut with a coping or jewelers saw blade to penciled lay-out marks.
Files with teeth made especially for aluminum and a file brush are
most essential.
Abrasive cloth or paper with No. 60 grit aluminum oxide can be used
to change the sand-blasted surface to a scratch-like finish which is
pleasing in the outdoor sunlight. Or, finer grits such as No. 80
Open Coat Aluminum Oxide Production Paper may give an extra source of
pride in workmanship, but the finish obtained is not the principal
attraction to the average viewer so long as the basic form or lines
are retained. Experience shows that the alu minum does not corrode or
tarnish, but does weather over the years to a soft gray with either
a sand-blasted or a sanded finish. Much can be done with an electric
sander or a 1/4" electric drill with a 5" sanding disc.
Numerals and letters and instructions-for-use copy is applied with
hammer blows on steel marking stamps (or can be engraved if you know how
to engrave). Letters and numerals 32" high, and numerals 3/32” high fit
nicely. (The Form IIII round base motto and Copy are raised and are cast
into a recess in the base plate.) As a final touch this recess
background can be filled with enamel or lacquered (red or ?). Color
also can be added to the recessed portions of the crescents and rubbed
into the steel-stamped figures
to enhance the picture.
Cold chisel 3/32" or 1/8" wide.
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The first operation is smoothing, cleaning-up, and rounding off sharp edges,
except for the edges of the curved faces of the gnomon indicated on Rage 13,
which are cast to the exact shape necessary to apply the Equation -of-Time
correction to the sundial reading. Clean up only, for the time being, the
inner surface of the ridge on the inside curves of the equatorial crescent
and latitude crescent halves. Keep the sides or flat faces of the crescents
flat as these serve to square the one crescent or ring with the other. This
aluminum alloy is slightly malleable or bendable, providing a measure of making
true deviations such as in alignment of the spindles at the ends of the gnomon
casting. But it also can be damaged if roughly handled or clamped too tight ly as in a vise, etc. After the initial clean -up of all parts - for a nice
handling feel - it may be well to continue first with the base plate and ped estal jaws.
Clean the ridge on the bottom inside of the pedestal jaws, and the mating
shoulder and recess on the top of the base plate for a snug, but movable fit.
It need not be freely rotating as it is adjusted and set only once. Likewise
fit the ridges at the top inside of the jaws with the circumferential grooves
on the sides of one of the latitude crescent halves. Mark this one as the
southern of the two latitude crescent halve. Drill a hole 5/16" dia.
through each pedestal jaw half to receive the 5/16" bolt and nut clamping
the two together. Hole centers are cast-in at the proper place and need no
lay-out. Square with the flat face splitting the jaw halves. See Page 6 and Page
13.
The four base plate holes are 3/8" dia. for clearance with the 5/16" hold-down
bolts included in the kit, and are laid out in a square pattern 4 " x 4"
symmetrical about the center. Depending upon how and to what the dial is to be
mounted, an alternate method would be to use a larger hole through the center
of the base plate, and to attach it with one large fastener, the head or nut
of which is then hidden between the pedestal jaws above the base (and there -by
eliminating the need for the four holes in the base). For the Form IIII round
base plate 1/4" x 2" bolts and nuts are provided (see Attachment, Page 5) and
the cast-in hole centers show the position to drill 9/32" dia. holes; or a
hidden center attachment means can be used, as above.
Next is nesting the equatorial or time-scale crescent together with the latitude crescent halves to fit at right angles and with a common center for the
inside ridges. It is suggested that this be done in two stages, working with
and from the inside ridges; first roughly filed to a 12 11/16" dia. for
squaring, filing the bolting faces, and drilling the bolting holes in the
latitude crescent halves; and second, filing to finish and meet a 12 13/16"
dia. template for laying out graduations, gnomon pivot holes, etc. The first
stage is the biggest filing portion of the whole job, but is also the most
important for accuracy in sundial readings.
The roughly filed 6 11/32" radius template, a cardboard half circle with a
7/16" strip on the diameter removed, is shown on Page 13 and set up square
on a flat surface on Page 15. File the ridge and flatten or correct the
bolting, faces of both latitude crescent halves so that the ridges meet the
template when the bolting faces are held down firmly or clamped to the flat
surface. Then establish a centerline on the bolting face, lay out and drill
the 5/16" holes to the locations dimensioned at the bottom of Page 13.
On the equatorial crescent, clean out the slot for a sliding fit with the
5/16" bolts and hold . as close as possible a uniform dimension from the slot to
the inside roughly filed ridges.
Richard L. Schmoyer
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Now bolt your crescent assembly together. Recorrect the bolting faces, if nec essary, for squareness, a common center, and a firm without rocking fit of th e
parts when the wing nuts are reasonably tightened by hand.
Then make a full circle cardboard, or other, template 12 13/16" dia. and fin ish filing the inside ridges of both crescents to this diameter as shown on
Page 16. Again corrections may be necessar y for a symmetrical nesting of cres cents. Changing from a rough 12 11/16" to a 12 13/16" diameter allows more to be
taken off one side than the other to accomplish this. Looking ahead also to the
dimensions of the diagram including the gnomon on Page 18, the space for the
gnomon ends, on the latitude crescent where the ridge has been relieved) - the
13 1/8" dimension - can be established at this time by filing the crown flat on
the inside of the latitude crescent to meet this dimension. A straight edge whe n
clamped across the equatorial crescent will assist in making this space
equidistant from the plane of the equatorial crescent.
With ordinary drafting tools, lay out one side of the template for the latitude
crescent divisions ( 5 ° divisions as a protractor), and the other side for the
time-scale crescent (15 for each hour mark, and the hours divided into 12
spaces @ 1.25 each for the 5-minute-of-time graduations. Then with the lati tude protractor in place in the latitude crescent, and with the 0° point o n the
mid-point of the time-scale crescent ridge, transfer the 5 markings to the
latitude crescent and extend the 90 line to establish the drilling points for
the gnomon pivot holes.
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Strips of wood or straight edges clamped
across the crescents aid in centralizing one
with the other. Avoid play in the fit of
the bolts, bolt holes, or bolt groove so
that the relative positions of the crescents
may be restored upon disassembly or
loosening.
Complete the refinement of the equatorial
and latitude circle portions by filing
the heretofore rough inside ridges to
true circles. A cardboard or matboard
circle 12 13/16" diameter can be used
as a template.

Divide one side of template
into 24 parts, and each hour
portion into 12 five-minute
intervals. Scribe divisions on
aluminum and saw out the
intervals across the ridge. There
are 288 five-minute intervals
in a day, but only 208 on the
crescent time scale.

Clean out the slot
in the equatorial
crescent for a uniform dimension to
the inside ridge
and a width ample
for the 5/16"
bolts.

Richard L. Schmoyer

Use the other side of the
12 13/16" template to lay
out a protractor of degrees
for latitude. Clamp in the
crescent assembly to mark 5
deg. intervals and the 1/2"
gnomon pivot holes.

12 13/16” Dia. Final
cardboard template
to meet filed edge of
equatorial or time
ridge when fitted into
latitude ridge.
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Equipment and ideas may vary in deciding how to drill the two 1/2" gnomon pivot
holes in line with each other for a smooth rotating fit by the gnomon spindles
without undue looseness. An elementary way is to start with a small, about 1/4",
drill, aligning by eye to- centerlines on the assembled crescents; then enlarging to a
size, about 13/32", or large enough to pass a drill extension; and finishing from
the inside, radially outward, with a 1/2" drill and drill extension through the opposite
hole.
The 1/2" spindles at each end of the gnomon have had most of the casting flash removed but
will need true-ing by filing to make round and to fit first, one at a time in the
mating pivot hole in the latitude crescent, and then second, for a rotating and sliding
fit when assembled into the nested crescents.

Drill 1/2" hole for
sliding fi t on
gnomon spindle

Mark after assembly and
date settings on gnomon

Clean out slot for
square neck of
10-24 carriage bolt

Before

Gnomon Adjuster

File to be approximately
spherical with 6 1/4" radius

disassembling the crescents and inserting the gnomon, the gnomon adjust er must be
fitted to the gnomon. Drill the 1/2" hole in the gnomon adjuster as shown above,
clean and square the slot, and drill a No. 6 or 13/64" hole (at the cast-in drill
center) in the gnomon for the 10-24 x 1/2" carriage bolt as shown on Page 18. File
as necessary to make the adjuster slide easily on the spindle, against the back of
the gnomon, and when fitted with the carriage bolt for frequent adjustments in
using the sundial. See that the adjuster fits snugly against the southern
shoulder of the gnomon for a dimension no more than 11 1/8" overall to the northern
shoulder.
Now assemble the gnomon and adjuster into the crescent assembly. Rotation should be
smooth when shouldered against the south latitude crescent and also at all points in
the 2" it will travel axially to its northern or uppermost position. Verify that
there is space for the full 2" of travel and also check against the assembled
dimensions shown on Page 18. Temporarily make a mark on the gnomon to show its center
point 5 5/16" from the south shoulder and 5 9/16" from the north shoulder (identified by
the cast collar ridge), and set the adjuster to place the center point in the plane
of the center of the time scale ridge of the equatorial or time scale crescent, the
position it will occupy for most of the year.
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Central position of gnomon in crescent assembly
Two straight-edges laid
across the flats of the
time scale crescent will
be 7/8" apart; the
center of the plane of
the time scale ridge,
then, half way between.
Measure to see that the
space for the seasonal
adjustment from the
central position is a
full 1" to the north
and 1" to the south. If
not, correct by filing
thinner the "ell"
portion of the gnomon,
adjuster in which is the
half inch hole, or file
away one or both of
the latitude crescents
at the areas restricting
the movement of the
gnomon. The tendency
here is to find the
space too small, perhaps
occurring when the
crescents are tightened
in assembly as apposed
to fitting with only
Drill no. 6
mild pressure. If
Or 13/64” hole
necessary, go back to
For carriage
the source of the
Bolt 11/16”
trouble, the bolting
From shoulder
faces of the latitude
Of gnomon.
crescents and file to
allow, or force, the horns of the latitude crescent to "open up" when assembled
and tightened securely. (NOTE: Wing nuts are supplied for these bolts, but in use
it is suggested that they be made wrench-tight for a good sturdy feel to the
sundial, and to prevent tampering!) A slight deviation in the previously
carefully established diameter of the latitude crescent due to this correction or to either of the crescents - causes little error. The sun light shining
through the gnomon slot measures an angle, actually, to tell time, independent
of the diameter. Only the Equation-of-Time correction, which is a linear distance
along the time scale, is affected, but this quantity is small. The effort for
accuracy throughout this construction should be, of:-course, to meet the
dimensions, and to have the gnomon correctly positioned axially, concentrically,
and squarely with the time scale.
Dividing and cutting the graduations on the time scale crescent and latitude crescent
ridge is next using methods suggested under "tools required" on Page 12 and as
shown on Pages 16 and 19. Accuracy in transferring the grad uations from
cardboard template to the ridge on the crescents can be increased, if desired, by
blocking and clamping the template within the crescent, thereby giving the ridge a
center for compass and protractor, and allowing scratch
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marks to be made directly upon the aluminum. A rotary dividing table, if available,
or other means used by machinists also can be used., Most require some extra
fixtures to establish a center of rotation and would do a fine job, but for the
number of saw cuts required here, hand dividing and hand sawing, provide a satisfactory
ntime scale for which the hand-crafter can be proud.

The

Saw cuts 1/32" deep
South latitude
crescent half with
saw-cut 5-degree
graduations and
hammer stamped
figures

numerals, hour marks, and quarter hour graduations along side of the ridges on
the crescents, and also copy or text to be put on the gnomon, etc., are part of the
remaining portions of the construction; so a word about hand hammer stamps; and a
reminder, neither favoring nor deterring their use, that painting, hand lettering,
engraving, or other methods used by craftsmen, may make the sundial an equally
attractive and interesting instrument.
If the sets of steel hand hammer stamps for 1/4" numerals (on the crescents above) and
3/32" letters and numerals (on the gnomon, to follow) contain no stamp or figure suitable
for the hour marks and the quarter-hour marks, a small 3/32" or 1/8" wide cold chisel
(or home-made tool) can be used. These marks adjacent to the time scale ridge amply
divide the hour to read and to interpolate the,5-minute saw-cut graduations.. Small sized
15, 30, and 45's stamped between the hour numerals may suggest an even more readable
treatment. The chisel marker will serve well also for the gnomon and other markings.
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Sand smooth the areas where marks or copy are applied, such as the shoulders of the
crescents and particularly the two approx. 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" areas on the back of the
gnomon, to make the figures show better. A light sanding after applying the figures
also makes a smoother surface.
Some experimentation and practice on the underside of the base plate may help to
establish just how hard to hit the steel stamps for uniformity and placement. A back-up
under the part marked and directly in line with the stamp is necessary; if there is any
spring action or chance of bending the aluminum the markings will not show very well.
This applies particularly to the time scale crescent hour marks and interval marks
directly over the bolting slot. Fitting some sturdy material into the slot or under the
portion being marked is necessary to prevent the crescent from merely "bouncing" under
the blow. Likewise the curves of the faces of the gnomon, which do not lie flat on a
flat surface, need some care to prevent bending when marked. The area under the gnomon
adjustment copy, on the under side of the gnomon, is reasonably flat and can be
positioned on a small block if the rest of the gnomon is supported.
The copy shown below indicates the dates applying to the Equation-of-Time curves of the
shadow-making edges of the Sunquest sundial at the points on each end of the gnomon
which were extended 1" at 1/4"
intervals. (See the first
paragraph on Page 5, and the
original gnomon detail on the
last page of these notes.
Place the pattern of 5 marks
at 1/4" intervals on the
underside of the gnomon
adjacent to each side of the
gnomon adjuster. Center these
marks axially in the space
available and lay out the
dates and months to guide the
sundial user to the proper
mark. Then with all assembled,
as in the diagram, with the
gnomon set to its midposition, make the two final
mating marks on the adjuster
to meet the June 1 + mark and
the December 1 + mark.
The extended curves of the gnomon require it to be moved south and back to central for
the summer solstice period, June 1 to June 21 to July 15; and north and back to central
for the winter solstice period. From Jan. 15 to June 1, and from July 15 to Dec. 1 the
gnomon remains in the central position with no adjustment necessary.
As a temporary alternate, after the patterns of 1/4" marks and gnomon adjuster marks
are placed, the rest of the copy cap be delayed or merely painted or written on the
underside of the gnomon if it is desired to first complete the construction of the
sundial.
One more use for the chisel marker (or a saw out) is on the top center of the
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pedestal jaw halves, a single mark (see Page 1 or 6) showing the center line to
gauge clamping to the latitude graduations. Another use for the chisel is to mark
the part following.
The directions for turning the gnomon in use, on the upper faces of the gnomon wings,
as suggested and shown on Pages 1, 3, and 6 also can be applied at this time, or
deferred until after finish sanding. A shorter designation could be "Summer-Fall"
for the east or right-hand wing (viewed from the south end of the sundial with the
wings . down) and "Winter-Spring" for the opposite wing. See also illustration, Page 4.
The last part to make is the longitude and daylight saving time stop, a small
aluminum device attached to the south edge of the equatorial or time scale crescent
to limit its rotational adjustment between two positions. (F or a given sundial
location, it may be preferred not to use this part. Instead, two marks on the
south edge of the time crescent to mate with the end of the latitude crescent ridge
may serve as well.) (Or, a hook device may be attached with screws in holes instead
of a slot for various settings. The only critical dimension is the distance between
the hooks. All hand drilling and filing, a piece of aluminum is included with the
Sunquest kit to make the part as desired.)
Attach
to the
Make this distance equal to one
timeCurve to fit time
hour on the time scale plus the
crescent along. time
thickness of the ridge an the
scale ridge
latitude crescent
Place arrow at
center of projected
ridge of latitude
crescent

.072" Aluminum

Tilt up to clear

Thickness of ridge
on latitude
crescent

Slot for No. 4-40 screws

crescent by drilling and tapping the time crescent at inter-
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vals for No. 4-40 screws. The arrow is set 4 minutes later than noon for each
decree of longitude the sundial is located west, or earlier than noon if loca ted
east, of a standard time meridian. This is rarely more than one hour before or
after noon. As shown on Page 21, the dial reads Standard 7ime. With the time
crescent rotated until the opposite hook touches the latitude ridge, the dial will
read Daylight Saving Time. See also "Setting for Longitude" on Page 9.
For surface finishing the castings of the sundial, mention was made on Page 12
about abrasives used. Several choices also are open as to which parts or surfaces should be sanded. On the areas where lettering or figures are applied,
sanding first results in a better appearance. A little more following hand
stamping helps too, and then, if rub-filled with lacquer or enamel, another light
touch by hand or with a disc after the color has dried shows up even more.
The upper faces of the gnomon wings, the flat sides of the crescents, and the
outer circumferential surfaces of the crescents (with a slight crown) are more
reflective in the sunshine if finished, along with the top and edges of the
base plate since the base plate seems to gather dust and dirt in the open. The
outside of the pedestal jaws also are enhanced if finish sanded, but de ciding
upon which areas should be sanded, enameled, or left as-is bespeaks the choice and
wishes of the builder. Good luck.
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